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Bulldozer prize game machine 

  
Bulldozer prize game machine 
Size：W98*D90*H183cm 
Weight：250KG 
Voltage：110V/22OV 
Place of Origin：GuangDong,China 
Acceptor：bill acceptor & coin acceptor 
Brand Name：HomingGame 
Minimum Order Quantity：2 pcs 
Payment Terms：T/T,West Union,Cash 
Color：As your requirement 
Winning Rate： 0-5,000 time . 
Extra system： alarming system 
Type：Prize game machine,key push prize game machine.bulldozer 
prize game,game machine  

Specifications 

2013 Russian Armenian Pandora's gift prize push machine3  
1.GSM function.  
2.with alarming system.  
3. with ball gift. 
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1. There are two kinds of cabinets for the KEY POINT: one is 
disassemble, and the other is non-disassemble. The color and images 
about the cabinet can be changed as you required. 
2. The lights on the top of the cabinet is LED light.  
3. When you win the bonus or get the gift, the colorful light will glitter.  
4. There will be an alarming system with the machines. When anyone 
touch the machines heavily, it will alarm, and the alarming time can be 
adjusted as your required. 
5. We can assemble 2pcs counters, one for counting how many times the 
players win, and the other is for counting the number of comforting 
gifts. 
6. We can set different winning rate for each case, that means there will 
be 36 different winning rates. The winning rate can change from 
0-5,000. 
7. We can add a message-warning function for that game machine. That 
means, when the machine stops working everyday, the owner will 
receive a message tell him about the related data of that game machine  
How to play:  
1.Insert the coin ,start game  
2.control the joystick to control the crane direction,left or right.  
3.press the button,let the crane up,and loosen the button,let the pole 
push out the prize 
4.game over. 
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